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Hole in my Heart
By Rikki Dubois

The native man slowly walks through the forest.
There is a tear in his eye.
He came across a hole in the ground that held three bunnies.
He bent down and picked up one of the bunnies and held it to his chest.
As he held it, he whispered in the bunny’s ear.
When he was done, he held the bunny at arms’ length, and looked at it in the eye.
“Mr. Rabbit, you have fixed the hole in this warrior’s heart,
so now I will put you back down, so you can fix the hole in someone else’s heart.”
He bent down and put the bunny back into the hole in the ground.
He stood up, and dry eyed, he walked away.

Article by Rikki Dubois, a transgendered writer from
Winnipeg. Her book “Muffy was Fluffy” helps children
understand what it means to be transgendered.
Visit her Facebook page at www.facebook.com/#!/
MuffyWasFluffy or check out her website at www.
rikkidubois.co.nr.

Artwork by JM.Paterson, an emerging artist currently
working in the heart of Canada. Her style reflects
influences of both realism and comic book art. Follow
her on Twitter @JMPatersonArt.
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Email cockroachzine@gmail.com
for information about contributing,
volunteering, donating and advertising in
Cockroach.

Hunting Hidden Nature
By Jenna Anderson

It is beautiful to be immersed in nature.
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The feeling of grass between your toes,
sand squishing beneath your feet and water
lapping against your skin. The sights—oh,
the sights!—of incredible sunsets and
sunrises, a thousand-million shapes in the
clouds and a tiny colony of ants diligently
working for the good of many. The sounds
of a brook making its twisty way through
the woods, a chorus of birds shouting
their joy and a tree’s leaves and branches
blowing in the wind.
The woods at twilight are magical and
at dawn are full of promise. Hiking
trails present us with an invitation and a
challenge. Fields full of flowers take our
breath away and thunderstorms awe us
with the vastness and the power in the sky.
How is it that nature speaks to us this way?
One of the things I have a hard time with
in Winnipeg is that there are no hiking
trails close by. I grew up hiking on a
regular basis with my family and didn’t
realize until recently how much I miss it.
However, this isn’t an excuse not to get
out in the sun. We have dozens of parks,
green spaces, bike paths and playgrounds
to enjoy, as most cities do. Go for a walk
if you aren’t close to anything else; the sky
and the air are better than nothing.

I’ve even spread out a blanket on the grass
in between my apartment building and the
next one to read a book. Make it happen.
Experiencing nature isn’t just to please
your senses. There have been many studies
done that show the results of being in
nature.
Benefits include strengthened immunity
and mental health, improved alertness,
decreased anxiety and depression,
increased muscle strength and, of course,
more vitamin D. That alone will bring you
several health benefits.
As summer is in full swing, go enjoy
it! Pick up a new sport, eat your
lunch outside, take your family to the
playground, set walking dates with a
friend. Find somewhere to hike. Dust off
your bicycle. Learn how to rollerblade.
Despite being someone who avoids
walking, I’ve started taking 30 to 50 minute
strolls along the river or even through the
streets near my work. I’ll listen to a podcast
or music and just enjoy the sun and the
breeze. As someone who’s never enjoyed
walking, I have to say, it’s not bad.
Article by Jenna Anderson, a Winnipeg writer
and videographer. You can find her on Twitter
@reallyjenna.
Article and photos by Meg Crane, who runs
Cockroach. Follow her on Twitter @MegCrane.

Worshipping in Nature
By Robin Smyth

With modern day worship firmly entrenched
within the confines of cathedrals, churches,
temples and other holy houses, the majority
of our population has no real insight into the
origins of religion.

According to ancient religious practice, such
as Paganism, the entire globe is sacred and
is to be considered a place of worship. And
why not? Take a moment and really look
around you next time you are in the great
outdoors. Nature is magnificent and awe
inspiring.
Pagans and Wiccans regularly practise
their religious rites outdoors because the
belief is that worship takes place daily, in
every moment. Everything around them is
a blessed gift from the divine. Gardens and
mountains alike can be a place of worship.
To be in tune with nature is to be in tune to
the god forces.
Before single god worship became
commonplace, our ancient civilizations saw
gods and goddesses all around them, in the
sun and moon, the oceans and mountains.
This type of religion was not limited to
one portion of the world at all. Multiple
deities were worshipped by the Egyptians,
Greeks, Japanese and Romans. In fact, the
list is rather long. Suffice it to say that the
multiple deity religious style of the ancients
encompassed our world.
As time and worship evolved, ceremonies
were removed from nature to take place
indoors in huge, shining, reverent buildings.
The number of gods dwindled from the
many deities of different genders to the one.
While Pagan and Wiccan religions give equal
respect to all genders, one god religions
focus their attention to a male god figure.

It’s not even really publicly acceptable to
announce that a person follows Paganism,
Pantheist, Wiccan or what have you.
Revealing an interest in nature-based
worship earns no respect but instead tends
to invite the “What a crackpot” mindset
from the general public.
As a result, nature-based worship cultures
tend to keep a low profile and stay silent
on their faith of choice. This seems like a
dichotomy of the most ironic sort to this
most humble and impartial reporter.
We have a modern society which looks at its
very own religious beginnings with scorn
and intolerance while it chooses to hold on
high a derivative of the very parent of its
current belief system. That was a mouthful
and a mind boggling statement.
Do any of us choose to explore the depths of
the religion we follow? Where did it begin
and with whom? Are we allowing ourselves
the opportunity to get to know who we
worship or are we simply attending in our
parents footsteps? Not that there’s anything
wrong with that—it’s certainly none of
my business—but it’s called a “flock” for a
reason.
Sure, you might be reading my words and
getting all hot and bothered, righteously
indignant, even angry. But all these reactions
are fear based. Maybe I’m way off topic
but may I most sincerely invite you to get
yourself back to nature?
What if your faith could be empowering,
all encompassing, blessedly bright and
accepting and on your own terms, just the
way our forebears and the gods intended?
Robin Smyth has contributed to newsletters, business
publications, inter-company webpages and blog sites.
She has reported on multiple genres engaging a variety
of styles and is known for her one draft, no edits style of
writing. Follow her on Twitter @RdsmythSmyth.
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To get in touch with the real roots of
religion, get yourself out of the house and
in touch with nature. Nature is home to all
living creatures, including humans, and
nature is where our ancestors first formed
the rituals and ceremonies that eventually
distilled into one god religions.

Without actually sparking a huge debate
on which religion is better or worse than
the other, the point I’m trying to make is
that civilization has morphed its worship
practices into a highly ritualized, indoor,
date and time specific event.

Natural Light at Night
By Tannis Kelm

Growing up, I was surrounded by nature.
Moosehorn, Man. had quiet days and
nights where the light pollution still wasn’t
bright enough to block out the stars.
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Here’s the point where someone may think
we were missing out in our small town.
We had two television channels, no movie
theatres, no malls and needed a license to
visit friends out of town.
What we did have were these great gravel
roads, lined with wild flowers, to bike on
with no threat of cars. Bush trails groomed
where you could hop on an ATV or
snowmobile, depending on the season,
and end up at someone’s shack tangled in
wood smoke that made the food that much
better.
Lakes and vacant quarries to swim in
or gather late at night to party around a
fire. The Manitoba social was also at its
peak, spread out along Highway 6 for us
if someone had a car and was willing to
drive. At 16 years old, you’re almost always
willing to drive.
An hour’s drive past fields and small towns
is like a bus ride across the city, except you
can stay as long as you want and take the
backroads home.
I had a special relationship with my friends
in this shared adventure. There weren’t too
many nights we stayed inside when nature
co-operated. If the place you met up was
out of town, you could be as loud as you
wanted for as long as it lasted.

If there wasn’t a social going on, we
were on our landlines finding out where
everyone was, grabbing a case and driving
down the back roads, picking up whoever
needed a ride along the way.
I hear stories about how hard high school
can be to make friends, but there wasn’t
much exclusion in my classes. Everyone
had a group and those groups got along.
Everyone knew everyone else and there
weren’t as many distractions to separate us.
All that fresh air must be a contributing
factor to our relaxed states; no extra
sounds and sirens, no rush. I’m glad I got
to grow up there. It grounds me when
everything else takes me away.
Some of us moved to the city and some
stayed. Others moved to small towns closer
than our two hour drive to Winnipeg.
Those who can work a trade or find an
opportunity within a local business have
the pleasure of country living. It’s like
going to the cottage, you just have to drive
a bit further to get to the water.
Once I reached high school graduation, I
had that decision: university or co-op. Jobs
are limited for a girl who just wants to be a
singer, so I needed an education.
I left the community that always made
me feel like I was contributing something
new, to live somewhere everyone could do
what I was doing, with all the connections
I didn’t have.

I love the city just as much. The music scene
in Winnipeg always steps outside, so I don’t
want for the fresh air too much. I’m a regular
at the Winnipeg Folk Festival and take the
opportunity to camp as much as possible.
I believe the more we connect with the earth
and it’s natural beauty, the less stress we
carry.
Nature doesn’t demand anything of us, so we
should start treating her properly. She serves
us so well.
I do love nature. Although, driving into the
city late at night when all you can see in the
horizon is it’s beckoning glow, is a lovely
home to return to. I loved to visit and now
I can’t imagine living away, but I always feel
the pull to be out.
Even when the winter cold comes, skating
on the river always gets me outdoors. If
you dress for the weather, a blanket of snow
holds so much possibility.
Then when summer returns, I need to
reconnect to nature and I catch up. I roll
around on her grass, feel the soft breezes and
stare into her night sky around a fire.

Want a free copy of Cockroach?
Want to show off your writing?
Want something to put on your
resume?
Contribute to Cockroach!

Mostly what we are looking for is
vegan recipes, how-to’s, fashion
spreads, erotica, personal stories
and columns centering on a
particular theme, which changes
each issue.

October/November issue
Theme: Cities
Deadline: Aug. 20, 2015
Release date: Oct. 1, 2015
December/January issue
Theme: Creative
Deadline: Oct. 20, 2015
Release date: Dec. 1, 2015

If you’re going, don’t mind the drive and
have the room, can I come?
Article by Tannis Kelm, a Manitoba singer/songwriter
who performs under the name Pardon Mein French.
You can find her on Facebook Tannis Kelm (aka Pardon
Mein French), webpage www.pardonmeinfrench.
yolasite.com, Twitter @FrenchMein, https://soundcloud.
com/pardonmeinfrench, PardonMeinFrench blog on
Tumblr, or her Gold Chair Sessions videos on YouTube.

Email Meg Crane at
cockroachzine@gmail.com to
pitch article or artwork ideas,
and for more information about
deadlines and themes.
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Fill Cockroach!
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By Danelle Granger

Quirky, queer sayings and representation
on clothing is not only a brilliant idea,
it’s actually possible to have thanks to the
amazing Bobo Academy.
This clothing company is run by two lesbian
women, Liz and Niki, in Toronto, who ship
their clothing internationally from Los
Angeles.
The name of the company comes from a
shorter version of the word lesbo but it is by
no means a lesbian focused company.
They include everyone under the rainbow,
with several options for everyone. As Niki
stated in an email interview, “Bobo Academy
is a queerly run, homo-graphic apparel
business that celebrates everyone because we
all should.”
Celebrating the queer community is
becoming something that is naturally
starting to flow in society, even though it
seems to be on the slower side.
But anything beautiful in nature takes
time to blossom into something beautiful.

Having businesses devoted to helping queer
community members realize their beauty is
fantastic.
Bobo Academy clothes are “in unisex sizes
because f*ck gender sizes.”
Many of the sayings you’ll find on their
clothes, such as “Started from the closet now
we’re queer,” came from them wanting it on a
T-shirt themselves.
The shirts with heavy meanings, such as
their Leelah Alcorn’s inspired “Fix Society,”
are why this company is important; they
are truly inclusive to every member of the
queer community. What “fix society” means
to them is, “We need to fix society and
accept the trans community by celebrating
confidence in diversity and uphold a sense of
community to everyone.”
Society sees queer identities as something
unnatural and against the norm which
makes being queer even that much harder.
Sexual orientation and gender identities
are both very natural things to explore.
The common theme between heterosexual
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Bobo Academy

identities and queer identities is that they
are both built off of the love you have for
someone; you can’t get any more natural
than the existence of love between people.
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Bobo Academy has teamed up with
amazing organizations and businesses
to support queer business and celebrate
pride, including Queer Mafia, Ten Oaks
Project, The TaTa Top, Jer’s Vision/The
Canadian Centre for Gender and Sexual
Diversity, Acts of Greatness, AfterEllen
and HER/LA.
They have even teamed up with Kaelyn
and Lucy, a famous YouTube lesbian
couple, for a giveaway in the past and

would love to have another one in the
future.
The two started their business on May 1,
2014. They sold their items last Pride and
again the day before the Toronto Pride
on June 27 at the Pink Market. For more
information about the variety of clothing
and sayings, check out their clothing at
www.boboacademy.com.
“Be proud of who you are but share and
celebrate that with others. What better way
than wearing your pride on your chest for
all to see.”
Danelle Granger is an aspiring journalist with a
passion for feminist and queer issues.

By Meg Crane

When I think of how people used to deal
with the human body, it gives me the jeebies.
My grandpa had his belly cut open on his
dining room table and his appendix taken
out. While he was awake. I was put under by
a team of medical staff and left to recover in
a hospital bed for a week when mine decided
it was time to peace.
I’m pretty cool with the idea of composting
toilets compared to throwing buckets of
shit on the streets. Flushing toilets are cool
too, but kind of a waste of clean water. Still,
better than shit on the street.
But when it comes to dealing with periods,
it’s how we do it today that makes me
squirm.
Bleeding out of your vagina is a pretty
natural bodily response to not being
pregnant. As such, I’m pretty uncomfortable
with dealing with it by shoving a wad of
cotton grown with pesticides and then
bleached up my vag. Even a pad made of
non-organic, bleached cotton really isn’t
cool.
Back in the good old days, sometimes just
bled on their clothes. Others used tampons
made of natural materials. Some sound
pretty alright, like wool. Others, a little
scratchy, like softened papyrus and wood.
Pads were sometimes made by hand, usually
out of a cotton fabric, and pinned to clothes

between menstruaters legs. In the late 1800s,
the first commercial pads became available.
Some sources say the modern-day version
of the pad dates back to World War I when
French nurses saw how well cellulose cotton
bandages absorbed blood.
Capitalizing on the Curse: The Business of
Menstruation, a book by Elizabeth Arveda
Kissling, takes a look at the commodification
of menstruation. It’s quite interesting. One
of my favourite tidbits is that pads did not
become commercially successful until the
1920s when coin containers began to be
placed near discreetly wrapped boxes of
Kotex in drugstores so that women did not
have to ask for them.
Regardless of when you look in history,
most societies weren’t, and aren’t, so cool
with the idea of menstruation. Look at all
the commercials showing disdain for what
is actually a pretty joyous time of the month
for people who aren’t interested in their
uteri being inhabited (yes, the plural of
uterus is uteri). Periods are seen as dirty, as
are women who have them. In some places,
women are separated from others in their
society while on their period.
But that’s not the case everywhere and things
are changing. Some people are stepping
up and saying there’s nothing wrong with
periods. The podcast Call Your Girlfriend
has a “This week in menstruation” feature on
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Loving Aunt Flo

each episode. Adventures in Menstruation
is a comedy zine, website and show that
makes fun of periods.
Plus, we’re starting to see commercial
products that are safe and eco-friendly.

Meds might be the way to go, but here are
a few alternatives that always loosen the
knots when my uterus is spazzing.

The DivaCup is what really changed my
mind about periods. It’s a silicon cup you
stick into your vagina during your period.

-Soy products. Yes, including soy ice
cream.

The cup catches the blood that you then
dump into your composter, into a plant or
save for art or whatever. All without fear of
toxic shock syndrome!
Since I’ve been using a DivaCup, I actually
look forward to my period. It means I’m
healthy. It means I’m not pregnant. And it’s
not inconvenient; the cup only needs to be
emptied every 12 hours.
Realistically though, it’s not always
practical. Camping trips aren’t really a
sanitary location for removing, rinsing and
replacing a cup. But I don’t want to create
waste with disposable pads.
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Got Cramps?

-Bananas
-Raspberry leaf tea
-Exercise
disposable products. It’s a hefty upfront fee,
but it pays off.
That’s really not doable for everyone, but
you can be like our menstruating ancestors
and make your own! See our instructions
below.

That’s when products like Lunapads are
pretty rad.

If you’re interested in getting some cheap
handmade pads while helping folks whom
disposable products make more sense for,
checking out our Stitching Hearts project
on the next page.

If your budget is tight, reusable pads or
a cup are a great solution to the cost of

Article and photos by Meg Crane, who runs
Cockroach. Follow her on Twitter @MegCrane.

We’re not doing the tour on our own!
Those who came to the August
1 masquerade party helped
fund our cross-Canada
period adventure!
With the launch of each issue of
Cockroach, we’re launching a new crafting
project for non-profits.
For the last issue, we made handsewn felt
bookmarks for Books with no Bounds
to send to northern communities with
chilren’s books. Read more about it at
www.cockroachzine.com.
This issue, we’re selling handmade pad
making kits to raise money to buy pads for
shelters.
We’re taking the project across Canada,
stopping in Regina, Medicine Hat, Calgary,
Kamloops and Vancouver.

Lunapads gave us a bit of
cash to help advertise the
project and promised to
show up in Vancouver where
they’ll raffle off a $25 gift card.
DivaCup donated a cup that we’ll
raffle off at the end of the tour.
If you miss us, consider
making your own and then
donating the money you save
from not having to purchase
commercial pads to your local
shelter!

Reusable Cloth Pads

If you didn’t, just cut out a piece of thick fabric for the base that is the shape of the middle piece
above. Cut out two pieces of a lighter, cotton fabric, like the two outer pieces above. Then, cut a
strip of towel like the piece sitting on the middle piece above. Get a needle, thread and a button,
then follow our directions.
Instructions
• Sew the two half pieces on top of the one full piece. Leave
a little bit of the top and bottom edges of the top piece unsewn
so it’s easier to get the padding in and out.
• Cut a buttonhole on one flap and sew a button on the other.
• Get your period and stick the pad between your legs!

For instructions with step-by-step photos, go to our website,
www.cockroachzine.com.
If you don’t like this style, there are lots of suggestions on
DIY pads online! You could even make your own! If you do,
make sure to share photos of your project with us on Twitter,
Facebook or Instagram!
Whatever type of cloth pad you’re using, when a pad is
satisfactorily filled with blood, it’s time to switch it for a new
one. Rinse the bloody pad in cold water, toss it in with your
normal laundry, lay the washed pad out to dry and then tuck it
away for the next time your uterus spazzes.
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Making your own pads is fun and inexpensive. Here are our instructions for those who
purchased a kit from us.

Cacti-Kicking Stress
By Meg Crane

You’re about to read an article about keeping indoor plants written, by someone with a plant
graveyard.
If your home is already full of living green, maybe just turn the page. Everyone else, you
might have something to learn from me; I’m the queen of killing plants, yet I have more
plants than living animals in my home right now.
There have been plenty of studies about the impact of having indoor plants. Increased
productivity and ability to focus; decreased anxiety; better ability to fight illness; increased
health in general; and the list goes on.
If you’re interested, head to Google Scholar and see. Or you can just get your hands dirty and
see if green life in your home does any good for you. All I know for sure is, when I’m having a
bad day and I’m really stressed, nothing chills me out like fiddling with my plants.
But it’s tough keeping them around. Especially with cats who like to eat leafy greens they can
later vomit in my bed.
If you have a similar problem, here are a few that have been thriving in my home
environment full of human neglect, science experiments and abuse by cats.

Rubbertree
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A rubber tree lived in my dad’s office for
years. He overwatered it every few days,
sometimes. Other times, he kind of forgot
it existed. It was crooked and sad, but still
alive and really fun!
He gave it to me and I got this fantastic
idea that I’d trim it so it wasn’t crooked and
make babies out of its branches. It died.
But until I started fucking with it, I had a
tree IN MY HOME for a couple years. It
was fun to decorate.

Spider plant
Spider plant
If you have animals, this is your nonpoisonous distraction plant. It’s lovely and
looks delicate, but it can put up with cats
gnawing on it. If you don’t have cats, it will
have babies like crazy, so you can fill your
home with spider plants!!! Or green-up
your buddies’ homes.

Spider plant

Aloe vera

This guy is poisonous to animals, but my
fellas never touch it. It’s a cactus, so it
doesn’t need much water. If you split open
the leaves, it’s full of a gel great for soothing
burns and getting rid of hickeys! Sometimes
they have babies. Sometimes I get too
excited and steal all the babies to make new
plants. Sometimes (always) the main plant
dies, so don’t steal too many babies too often.

Ginger

Ginger
From my rubber tree experience, I’ve been
afraid to harvest ginger. It’s pretty cool
though and adds a lot of green to my home.
Every time I bring ginger home from the
grocery store, I feel mighty silly, though, so
it’s probably time to get better acquainted
with it.

Dragonfruit

Dragonfruit

Another cactus, dragonfruit are pretty cool.
I bought it because I was excited about fresh
fruit. Turns out, you have to breed it. Since
I’m not familiar with the act of breeding
non-animals, I’ve just let it hang out. And it’s
doing a pretty darn good job of that. At least,
it was. Then I put it outside one 30 degree
day and forgot to bring it in the next day
before it dropped below zero. Sorry buddy...
Lots of folks keep herbs in their homes. Mine all died, but maybe you’ll have better luck! It’s been
seven years of buying plants and watching them die before I got a steady collection.
If you’ve got any ideas for greenless-thumb-proof plants, let me know! Tweet @MegCrane.
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Aloe vera

Purslane
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Foraging
By Meg Crane

Foraging in the city has become somewhat
of a trend lately.
In Winnipeg, some folks have been
hosting free walks taking people around
the city to show off what’s edible. Others
are checking out books from the library
and figuring out what’s safe for their belly
on their own.
Mushroom hunting has become rather
popular, with folks using social media to
help one another determine what is a tasty
treat and what is potentially dangerous.
Some may be trying to shave a few bucks
off the grocery bill, others might be trying
to reconnect with nature. For others, it’s a
fun, productive or interesting hobby.
Whatever the reason, there are a few
things foragers do need to keep in mind.
For one, you need to really know what
you’re doing. Some mushrooms look
similar, but have very different affects on
our bodies. Same goes for berries. If you’re
not 100 per cent sure, turn away.

Even if you do know for certain that
what you’re eating won’t land you in the
hospital, you don’t really know what it’s
been through.
City pollution, pesticides and even peeing
animals might have contaminated
what you’re about to put in your
mouth. A survey of surroundings and
a quick wash is not a bad idea.
The food isn’t there for you. You find a
good raspberry bush? Not yours. A burst
of chives? Not yours. Other folks might
want to enjoy the food. Animals may be
relying on it. If you’re in a high traffic
area, take a small share and move on.
Heading to a forest might be the best way
to ensure you’re getting clean food that
not a lot of other people want to enjoy. A
weekend camping trip with friends could
end up with a cooler full of delicious
snacks for the week. Or, maybe you should
find a community garden or friend with a
backyard where you can grow safe edibles
to your heart’s content.

Edible Treats You May Stumble Upon:
Blueberries
Bull thistle
Burdock
Chickweed
Chives
Clover
Dandelions
Elderberry
Fiddleheads
Forget me not
Goldenrod
Goose foot
Ground ivy
Harebell
Juniper berries

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milkweed
Morel
Oxeye daisy
Purslane
Sow thistle
Spotted dead nettle
St Johns Wort
Stinging nettle
Strawberries
Sweet Rocket
Raspberries
Violet
Watercress
Wood Sorrel
Yellowcress

Chives

Goose foot

Article and scans by Meg Crane, who runs Cockroach.
Follow her on Twitter @MegCrane.
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We want to see your ad here
You’re not the only one with eyes on this page. So why not place an ad for everyone to see?
Or, you could sponsor an issue. You’d get a free full page colour ad and your logo or business
name on every page. We would be greatful enough that we’d thank you on social media and
in our free mini teaser issue of the zine.
For ad and sponsorship rates, email cockroachzine@gmail.com.

Eating weeds

Recipe by Meg Crane, artwork by Jasmine Ackerman-Stratton

When I was a child, I loved dandelions. That brilliant pop of colour in the grass. The magical
way the seeds blew off. Especially when I ran through a field of ripe flowers, sending the little
parachutes soaring into the sky at the same time. It made me think fairies were real and happy
endings were possible.
I was a weird kid.

Actually, I still don’t get why people hate them so much. Maybe dandelions are a little intrusive,
but they’re lovely. I mean, they sort of look like marigolds and folks plant those on purpose. Plus,
dandelions can grow and fill a lawn with less water and care than grass.
I think it’s time we stop this war on dandelions! Let them flourish! Let them fill our yards and
parks so children can experience their magical beauty! And so we can eat them.

Dandelion Fritters
Ingredients
-Yellow dandelion heads
-1 tbsp ground flax seed
-2.5 tbsp warm water
-Flour (any kind! Wheat, coconut, chickpea)
-Salt
-Paprika
-Any other herbs or spices you want to
flavour them with
-Oil

Instructions
• Mix the ground flaxseed with the warm
water and let it sit for a few minutes. If you
want to make LOTS of fritters, double or
triple this.
• Wash your yellow heads.
• Mix the flour with the paprika, salt and
whatever else you like! The amounts will
depend on how many dandelion fritters you
want. Be adventurous and wild. Experiment!
• Put some oil in a pan and heat ‘er up!
• While you’re waiting, get the first batch
ready. Dip a dandelion into the flax mixture
and then into the flour mixture to batter it.
Set it aside on a plate and repeat with more
flowers.
• Toss your battered dandelions into the pan
and watch them sizzle! Flip and toss until
all sides are brown then set them aside and
throw the next ones in. You may need to add
more oil.
• If you have a deep-fryer, just throw them
in there!
• A bowl of fried dandelions goes great with
hot sauce and is fun to serve to unsuspecting
guests.

Do you eat dandelions? Got any good recipes? Email them to cockroachzine@gmail.com.
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I couldn’t understand why my dad angrily ripped them out of the ground and banished them
to the garbage. I wanted to pick them to put in my hair and in cups of water. I wanted to watch
them turn to seeds so I could blow them across the lawn, spreading my wish over the grass.
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Sex & relationship advice

Getting Down in Nature
By Robin Smyth

Some provinces have more extreme climates than others. Depending on geography, season may
or may not be a deciding factor.
Obviously getting caught is not an optimum outcome. Nothing says buzzkill like being stumbled
upon by some random person or a local upholder of the law. Unless you’re into that kind of
thing, but I call that none of my business.
Find a nice, quiet spot, preferably with good cover, such as leafy shrubs. For your own safety
and comfort, take the time for a quick reconnoiter of the area. Doing it on top of an ant hill or
wasp nest or having twigs and thorns up one’s whoopsie daisy just sounds painful and traumatic.
Remember, safety first!!
Places to avoid:

Places to pitch a tent:

• The beach (usually too populated, plus the
sand thing)

• Camping (your tent might be see-through,
but at least you won’t get eaten alive by bugs
of prey)

• Your vehicle (it has windows)
• Public parks (during the day at least)
• Your yard (unless you have a secluded
property, tree house or outdoor fort)
• Downtown and other high traffic areas
• Anywhere surveillance cameras are present
(again, unless you’re into that sort of thing)

• The forest (bring a blanket)
• Public parks (at night)
• Public bathrooms (YUCK, but some
people love the thrill of it. It’s not technically
outside, but please humour me!)
• Your yard (secluded property?)

According to Wikipedia, the cities where folks like to get it on in the great outdoors are New
York, Vancouver and San Francisco. Depending on where in the world you live, outdoor
sexcapades can be viewed as excusable or can land participants in a huge bubbling cauldron of
hot water.
North America seems to be the stodgy front runner in laying charges against public sex
participants while the UK barely raises an eyebrow. Time to move perhaps?
Where’s the wildest outdoor place you’ve gotten busy? Tweet @cockroachzine.
Artwork by Meg Crane, who runs Cockroach. Follow her
on Twitter @MegCrane.

Robin Smyth has contributed to newsletters, business
publications, inter-company webpages and blog sites.
She has reported on multiple genres engaging a variety
of styles and is known for her one draft, no edits style of
writing. Follow her on Twitter @RdsmythSmyth.
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Feeling randy, are you? Can’t quite wait ‘til you get home to express your physical love for your
partner? There’s absolutely nothing wrong with a little romp al fresco. However, in our Canadian
climate, you may want to choose your moment wisely, regardless of raging hormones.

Bathroom Graffiti
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Send your photos of bathroom graffiti to cockroachzine@gmail.com.

Find more Pun, 2, 3 comics at www.pun23.com.

Crossword
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Issue 10 answers

How does one explain to a young
child that their father is changing
their gender to become their second
mother? How does one explain to a
young child why their loved one is
changing their gender? Muffy was
Fluffy was written to show young
children how a beloved pet, Fluffy,
is not comfortable with the way she
was born and that in order to be truly
happy, she must change into Muffy,
the type of pet she was meant to be.

Available for order as hardcover or softcover
through www.rikkidubois.co.nr, McNally Robinson
Booksellers and Amazon.ca.
Also available in French as Mignon, c’est Minou.

Cockroach events

Watch for Cockroach across Western Canada. For details on events, go to www.cockroachzine.com.
August 1 – Masquerade Party, Winnipeg

August 25 – Stitching Pads, Vancouver

August 9 – Finders Frenzy, Winnipeg

September 12 – Sherbrook Street Festival,
Winnipeg

August 14 – Stitching Pads, Regina
August 15 – Stitching Pads, Medicine Hat
August 18 – Stitching Pads, Calgary
August 20 – Stitching Pads, Kamloops

September 26 – Etsy: Made in Canada,
Winnipeg
November 29 – Half Moon Market, Winnipeg

Stitching Hearts Tour Sponsors

